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Entrematic SVA
Secure Virtual Access
ACCESS CREDENTIALS
Secure Virtual Access (SVA) is the new Entrematic system to
easily manage entrances via Bluetooth.
SVA enables credentials that give users permanent or
occasional access, according to configurable time bands and
modifiable at any time.
The system includes:
- a
 plug-in card compatible with the accessory slot of the
Entrematic control panels (code MOBCRE)
- an app for smartphones
- an access credential system (codes MOBOK and MOBGK5)

www.entrematic.com
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ENCRYPTED PROTECTION
- SHA-2 is the encryption algorithm used to transmit
the data with authenticated certificates
- Bluetooth™ 4.0 protocol
- all transactions are protected by two authentication
stages
- the Cloud stores only half
access key; the other half
is kept on a smartphone
- system used also in the
banking security and
alarm system fields

Simple to install and configure
(1) Install the electronic card (MOBCRE) in the
accessory slot of the Entrematic control
panels or in the card-holding base CONT1

(2) D
 ownload the SCLAK App
from the Apple or Google
stores

plug-in electronic card compatible with all
Entrematic control panels

(3) F
 ollow the instructions in the App:
activate the card and appoint an
administrator/owner of the installation.
If more access credentials are
necessary, Entrematic cards with
additional activation codes are
available

SCL AK application
iOS 9+ and Android 4.3.1+

owner and guest
credentials

Easy to use
SEVERAL TYPES OF USER
ADMINISTRATOR: defined by the installer after activation of the card. Manages the credentials and the Bluetooth (MOBCRE) units: defines the
owners, enables/disables Bluetooth units, enables owners to invite guests, receives notifications when an owner invites guests
OWNER: controls the automation via Bluetooth smartphone with no limits. The owner credential has no expiry
GUEST: invited by the owner to use the system, may have access limitations. The guest key package is valid for one year

AUTHORISATION AND ACCESS LIMITATIONS
The owner can configure guest user accesses with complete freedom:
- enables/disables the guest at any time
- defines a date and time bands for access: the owner sets days and times in which the guest can enter, defining check in-out periods or
setting daily or weekly routines (e.g. every Wednesday of the month)
- entryphone: the guest can never enter autonomously. The guest will have to ask for permission from the owner every time he wants to
enter. The owner will receive a notification with the request. If he accepts the request, the guest will have free access
- just one time: the guest will enter the system only once
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